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TITLE
GRIP-GALV.STL.-PULLING-REGULAR WIRE ROPE-CLOSED MESH, MULTI WEAVE DOUBLE ENDED FOR 9/16 OR 5/8 WIRE ROPE
DESC. 9/16 - 5/8 WRR
APPROX. BRK. STR. 7,500 #

TOLENCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
.H = ±.010 .XXX = ±.005 .X = ±.0025 ANGLE TOL. ± 1°

HUBBELL INCORPORATED
KELLEMS DIVISION
STONINGTON, CT

DR. BY: AMF APP. BY: FFS
TR. BY: RTK SCALE N/A
CHK. BY: FFS DATE: 9/3/98

DR. NO. 033-16-001 REV. H

SUPERSEDES DWG. DATED 12/28/79